74th Student Senate
Budget Committee
Date: 02/08/22 via Zoom
Call to Order: 5:06 p.m.
Members Present: Chair Gonzalez, Senator(s) Berger, Barker, Edouard, Himatsingani, Ritzel
Members Absent: Bettley (Excused), Williams (Unexcused)
Guests: SBT Gray
Land Acknowledgment
Announcements:
● Chair - Thank you for coming today! A couple of things, we’ll be hearing SAP allocations
today. Resolution 8 by Chair Roy and Russell was submitted in an attempt to approve
SAP allocations, however since it is in direct violation of Chapter 614 and the stipulations
for the hearing of allocations and the drafting of resolutions, I will not be hearing it. It is
not placed on the agenda. We will only be hearing Resolution 7 and then SBT Gray will
present the allocation similar to the way Budget Presentations occur. On another note,
please turn your cameras on and attempt to engage. I know you’re all new and are
confused / not familiar with the verbiage, but please at least turn your cameras on so I
know you’re paying attention. Our meetings aren’t long so for the time you are here,
please be engaged!
● Members - None
● Guests - None
Committee Business:
● Resolution 7, SAP Allocation Hearing
Old Business:
● None
New Business:
● Resolution #7 - Sponsored by Senators Gonzalez and Bettley- To
○ Opening: Hello everyone this is Resolution 7 sponsored by all of us. Basically,
under the Budget Committee it says that we only do these two things right now,
and we do so much more than those two things so all we’re doing is adding
everything that we do. So for future budget chairs you know exactly what you

●

have to do and it makes it easier for everyone in the committee to refer to. And
then it kind of amends finance as well, so it moves some of the things under
finance to budget. We should control the people that we budget so we’re moving
the funding committees and all of the other budgeted entities go under budget.
○ Technical Non-Debatable
■ None
○ General Questioning
■ Senator Himatsingani: Didn’t we go over this last meeting? I feel like its
very similar.
■ Chair Gonzalez: That was a bill, that was a statute change so it was
changing Senate Projects to budget. This is a resolution that affects our
rules, that changed statutes.
○ Roundtable Debate
■ None
○ Motion to Call the Question
■ Senator Himatsingani moves
■ Senator Eduoard seconds
○ Closing: This is pretty simple, it’s sponsored by all of us.
○ Voting Results:
■ Yes - (4) Gonzalez, Edouard, Himatsingani, Ritzel
■ No - (0)
■ Abstention - (0)
○ Resolution 7 passes
SAP Allocation
○ Opening SBT Gray: Specifically targeted for special interest groups that focus
on academic curriculum that are then applied to extracurricular. Emailed all the
deans but oftentimes people don’t respond. Only two programs followed the
procedure, World Affairs Program and Case Competition. It is a 90% split
between the two programs because case comp requested funding from
Sweepings and they did not want to over request. WAP had a far more extensive
request because of travel, total was north of 11k. As a committee, we decided to
reduce their request to recognize the entire request of Case Comp. We did try as
much outreach as possible to ensure orgs applied but unfortunately we only got
these two requests. Entrepreneurship went with corporate sponsorships. Had two
different hearings for each org, and then we went to deliberations in January to
determine the split. We are proposing $553 for Case Comp, fully funding, and
$11,947 for World Affairs Program. Totals entirety of budget of $12,500.
○ General Questioning:
■ Chair Gonzalez: SAP funds this years budget correct?
■ SBT Gray: Yea
■ Chair Gonzalez: So case Case Comp went to sweepings in the fall, did
the World Affairs Program?
■ SBT Gray: That wasn’t a question we asked them but we did confirm with
statutes because we know that any organization that has access to a
pre-budgeted area of SGA cannot request funding like RTAC or PAC. But
we tried to ensure that them requesting money from sweepings would not
be a breach and it wasn’t. Since sweepings is on a rolling basis that pool
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of money changes from year to year and I confirmed that with Laurel
McKinney and Jacalyn Butts.
■ Chair Gonzalez: Did Case Comp go to PAC?
■ SBT Gray: They were on the sweepings bill, so I made it clear to them
that they cannot go to PAC.
■ Chair Gonzalez: I think they may have, let me check because if they did
they cannot be budgeted?
■ SBT Gray: In that case, we will redraft because I believe they got around
$6,000 in sweepings which is why we felt comfortable to have this
percentage point for them to be substantial. I can always double check on
my end to ensure they didn’t go to RTAC or PAC because we don’t want
to breach statutes.
■ Chair Gonzalez recognizes Senator Wang
■ Senator Wang: I have a point of information to Chair Gonzalez. Is this for
the 2021-2022 fiscal year?
■ Chair Gonzalez: Yes
■ Senator Wang: To my knowledge, funding for SAP funding for 2021-2022
was lost which is why we don’t have minutes for it.
■ SBT Gray: This was supposed to be done in the summer, but I had to
take a leave of absence and there was no confirmed treasurer.
■ Chair Gonzalez recognizes Parliamentarian Rowan
■ Parliamentarian Rowan: I thought they allocated the funds before the start
of the fiscal year so it could drop at the beginning of the fiscal year. I could
be under the wrong impression but I thought it was basically like a pre
allocation.
■ SBT Gray: So College Leadership Council is 100% traditionally
deliberated in March or April so it can be dropped at the beginning of the
next fiscal year. SAP is traditionally meant to be carried out over the
summer. For instance, I presented the budget for SAP for the next coming
fiscall year so the next incoming treasurer would chair that committee. To
make sure that once that is done it can be used during the current fiscal
year.
■ Chair Gonzalez: With the World Affairs Program, are these conferences
open to the entire student body?
■ SBT Gray: I had that same question to ensure your not exclusionary.
Anyone can join the World Affairs Program, but they have a tier system
for competitions. But the same few students aren’t going to the same
competitions.
■ Chair Gonzalez: What was World Affairs funded last year? Is this an
increase?
■ SBT Gray: Let me pull it up, I don’t see it. But this would be an increase in
total funding for them.
Deliberations:
■ Senator Berger: I like it. $553 is not bad, its not a lot.
■ Senator Himatsingani: I like it, I just think it’s weird that one organization
is getting little money, but it’s what they asked for.
■ Senator Ritzel: I think its good.
Motion to Call the Question:
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■ Senator Berger moves
■ Senator Himatsingani seconds
Voting Results:
■ Yes (4) - Berger, Ritzel, Edouard, Himatsingani
■ No (0)
■ Abstain (0)
SAP ALLOCATIONS ARE APPROVED, RESOLUTION FOR APPROVAL WILL
BE DRAFTED

Unfinished Business:
● None
Closing Announcements:
Chair - Thank you for coming, thank you for trying and turning your cameras on. I know you all
are new so I really appreciate it. I will be working on a few more things for us to sponsor as a
committee, so I will be filling you guys in on that soon.
Next Meeting: Tuesday, February 15th at 5 p.m.
Adjourned: 5:47 p.m.

__________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Chair

